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Task force causes
'sleepless nights'
By JENNY WOHLLEB

Report identifies
criteria,objectives

Edlor~n-Chlef

The task force on academic restructuring
came under fire again Tuesday as it met with
Faculty Senate.
The report, released by the office of academic
By JENNY WOHLLEB
and student affairs in November, has received
Edtor-ln-Chlef
criticism about the task force's methods and recThe methoda uaed by the task fOrce on acaommendations. When the task force met with
demic ~~have been called into
the department chairs last week it heard many
question by many.
of the same concerns.
1'be teak. force identified a list ot 16 crit&Many of the complaints voiced by faculty
ria to use when examining each academic
members were about the recommendations to
progiam. The criteria where divided into
eliminate baccalaureate and master's degree
three groups, each one weighted difl'erently.
programs in geography, geology and earth sciThe first lix were CODiiderecl the moat
ences and to reduce the budget of the art and
important and weilhted at 10 points.
music departments by 25 percent.
They are:
Michael Johnson, associate professor of art,
-ro what extent does tbia prosram. ..•
said the report waa full of factual errors.
• reflect the academic 8118DC8 or q '
-rhere are a number of things you say in your
university miaaion?
report that are out and out wrong," he said.
• contribute to the MSU nrieeionldeaired
•And they would have been right if you had
cbaraderistice?
asked the chairs.
••ne other eeeentia) ~?
-rhere have been a lot of sleepless nights. It's
• contribute to the long tenD rePm&Jiatate
affecting our students. We feel strangled
educational or eeonom.ic Deed.~?
becauee you haven't done primary research.•
•
support general education ~te
James Hammock, member of the task force,
atMSU?
said everyone needs to remember this is not the
• demons~ate innovation in preparing stuend of a process, but the beginning. ·
dents for change in the future?
"These are just recommendations," Hammock
said.
Pl.... see REPORT
Jerry Mayes, also a member of the task force,
Page 13A
said they used the best data available in the
amount of time they had.
"We used the official budget book for the we'd go to the deans.•
University," he said.
Mayes said there were some hard decisions to
Randall Black, instructor of music said the make.
members did not seek the advice of experts in
-rhare are no bad programa at Murray State,"
each program so they would have more accurate
he said. "Poor quality waa never an issue.
input.
•Academics are the top priority. We can define
Mayes, chair of the speech communication
Murray
State better than the legislature can ...
department, said they went to the deans of each
college to gather information.
Please see TASK FORCE
"We asked ourselves how far down do we go to
Page 13A
collect primary data/' he said. "'t was decided

Andree Bledsoe and Wesley Huffer tell Silnta what they want for Christmas. Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity sponsored a party for the children of the
Head Start Program Tuesday. The children played games with members of both organizations and t
off the afternoon with a visit from Santa.

Institute improves English skills MSU prepares
Unique program brings students to Murray State
for SACS visit
By TIM NOLCOX

ment of international students at MSU to increase.
Of the many goals Murray Students completing the proState University has, one is gram will also be able to
to increaee the international enroll in other universities in
student population on cam- the United States.
pus in the future.
"The vast majority of stuAs part of the English dents worldwide would like to
department, the English go to college in the United
Language Institute is States,• Morgan said. because
designed to help meet that the United States is on the
goal by making MSU more cutting edge of education.
attractive to foreign students.
ELI classes began in the
Michael Morgan, dii'ector of summer of 1993. Out of the
the English Language 200 international students on
Institute, considers expand- campus, 25 are involved in
ing the international ~dent the program.
population imperative to the
The classes offered by the
future ofMSU.
institute include courses in
"The · nature
of a grammar, speech, composiunivenity dictates that tion, and reading and list.Gnstudents be exposed to the ing comprehension.
world," Morgan said. "Not
Clan sizes are kept small,
all of us can travel."
always less than 12 students,
By giving foreign students so personal contact between
an opportunity to become
more familiar with the
Please see INSTITUTE
English language, Morgan
Page 13A
said he expects the enrollReporter

Hy~sook Lee, a student from Korea, uses the computers
offered by the English Language Institute. Lee plans to
attend graduate school after completing ELl.

Foreign Enrollment
Breakdown of foreign enrollment at Kentucky universities, fall1992:
North America 6%
AmericaS%
Asia 17%
Southwest Asia 10%
t:::"-lt---":-~Jth,,::alllt Alta 44,.o

~~A_C_LO_SER
__
L_OO_K______,
The year In review
This year has been an eventful one, on both
national and local levels.
The Mu"ay State News takes a look back at
1993.
From sports to politics to entertainment,
Murray State University has experienced
some changes.
Read all about incoming and outgoing presidents, hot entertainers and spirited coaches.
Story on page 5

By AUJSON MILLIKAN
Assistant News Edtor

A group of more than 120
Murray State University faculty members and students have

worked since 1991 to compile a
self-study for reaffirmation of
accreditation.
The study, which has been
presented to the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS), contains 27
recommendations and twice as
many suggestions of ways the
University can improve itself.
Recommendations were made
on institutional effectiveness,
educational programs and educational support services. .
Bill Lalicker, editor of the
SACS self-study, presented a
copy of the document to
Thomas Armstrong, the visiting evaluator. Armstrong,
along with other evaluators,
will return to Murray State
Feb. 14 to 17 to check records,

talk with people on campus
and make suggestions, recommendations or add to the follow-up plan.
-nu, self-study can be seen
as some outside ~ple com.i.ng
in and telling us what we have
to do,'" Lalicker said, -wt it is
really not that way at aD.
•What it really involves is
general principles of good government/ ' he said. •It is not
telling us what our principles
have to be, just saying that we
have to have some principles
that we stand by."
The most important recommendation, according to Anita
LfJWIOn, director of the study,
is the continuance of checking
institutional effectiveness for
student outcomes. She said
SACS expects the University
to check if students are meet

Please see SACS
Page 13A

Study In Russia

Index

A summer program to "Study in
Russia• is available through the
Center for International Programs.
The Center is working with the
University of Central Arkansas to provide students with a four-week study
tour of Moscow , St. Petersburg ,
Peredelkino, Zagorsk and other cities.
Students will be accompanied by
one faculty member and other students from UCA. Participants will stay
at the Moscow Pedigogical State
University.
Anyone interested in joining the
progflm can call762-4152.

Bulletin Board~ .........................2A
Campus Life ...... :..................... 1 B
Cartoons ..................................3B
Classifieds .............................. 12A
Commentaries ........................ .4A
Financial aid ..............................3A
Focus ......................................5A
HUM common final. ...................6A
Letters ......... :...........................4A
Police Beat. ..............................SA
Scoreboard ............................12A
Soccer club ............................11 A
Sports ....................................10A
Sports Notebook ....................12A
Viewpoint. ................................4A
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Final exam schedule

Exam Day
Monday

Exam Time

Regular Class Time

8a.m.

8 to 9:15 a.m. TTH and
3:30 to 4:45 TTH
10:30 MNF
2:30 W/F
ENG 101 Common Anal
9:30 a.m. PMIF

10:30 a.m.
1:30 P.m.
4P.m.
8a.m.
10:30a.m.

Tuesday

1:30 p.m.
4p.m.

Wednesday

8a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
4p.m.

Thursday

8a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

aa.m.

Friday

10:30 a.m.

11:30 MNF
12:30 to 1:45 p.m. TTh
HUM 201 Common Anal
8:30 MWF
11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. TTh
1:30 MWF
IDC 101 Common Anal
9:30 to 10:45 TTh
12:30 p.m. MWF
2 to 3:15p.m. TTh
3:30 p.m. MWF
7:30 MWFand 4:30 MWF

saturday and evening classes will have examinations at the same time as their regular scheduled class.

Paper
Susan Maneck, a visiting professor with the history department at Murray State University, delivered a paper titled •Akba,
the Parais and the lahragiyan" at the annual meeting of the
Middle Eastern Studies Association in Research at Triangle
Park, N .C. in November.
In addition to her scholarly activities and teaching at Murray
State, Maneck has managed to complete her dissertation and
will be awarded a doctorate in the spring.

Conference
Murray State U niversity will present an exclusive three h our
conference featuring "Peter Senge: Cornerstones of the Learning
Organization," live via satellite from the Public Broadcasting
System Business Channel.
The conference will be presented from noon until 3 p.m . in the
Freed M. Curd Auditorium of the Martha Layne Collins Center
of Industry and Technology. Senge will discuss the theory and
practice of the learning organiza tion as contained in his book,
The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice oft"M Learning
Organizo.tion.
P articipants will receive free handouts. To register , call John.
B. Grifi.n at Murray State, (502) 762-2160, or write Griffin a t the
Center for Continuing Educationi.Ac8demic Outreach, 207
Collins Center, 1 MWTay St., Murray, Ky. 42071.

~w~..,.......,

Dr. Allen White, assistant professor in the department ofjournalism and radi~television at Murray State University, recently
presented a research paper at the annual convention of the
Midwest Association for Public Opinion Research in Chicago.
The Midwest Association for Public Opinion Research is a
group of college professors and working professionals which
helps people understand how public opinion polls work. In addition, the group researches ways to improve the validity of poll
results. White, a member of the association, said several professionals from the Gallup Poll are members of the group.

Training
One of the first courses scheduled during 1994 at Murray State
Universityts Training Center will feature three hours of standard
training in bloodbom pathogens.
The course will be conducted Jan. 13 in the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and Technology. All courses provided
through the training center feature state-of-the-art equipment
emphasizing "hands-on" training. In addition, students are provided a manual and course materials containing key information
and written compliance documents.
Class size is limited to 24 participants. For more information
a ddress inquiries to the Training Center, Department of
Occupational Safety and Health, r Murray St., Murray, Ky
42071; or call 762-3385.

Investigation
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has awarded Murray
State University a grant of $43,120 to conduct an investigation
of compression creep in oriented-strand board.
Dr. Timothy Philpot, assistant professor in the department of
industrial and engineering technology, is conducting the
research project in cooperation with associate professor William
Whitaker and assistant professor J ohn McLaren.

Dinner celebration
Dr. Harry Fannin, professor of chemistry, has been elected
President - elect of the Kentucky Lake Section of the American
Chemical Society and his inauguration will be celebrated at a
social gathering and dinner at the Pasta Vino restaurant in
Paducah on January, 25. At that time, John G. Verkade, from
Iowa State University will present "Molecular Orbitals Made
Friendly- No Math, No Group Theory."
The Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society
invites all students to enjoy Pasta Vino's traditional italian food
specialties at 112 price and hear John G. Verkade oflowa State
University speak.
Dr. Fannin, from the Dept. of Chemistry at MSU, along with
AL Walker and DlL. Purey, have had' paper accepted by the
Editor-in-Chief of App1ied Spectroscopy, the Official Publication
of the Society for Applied Spectroscopy.

Monday - Thursday 10 a.m.- 6.p.m.
r-----------------------,
Friday 10 a.m.- 8 p.m.
1
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Friday, Dec. 10
• Last Day - Last day of classes for fall1993 semester.
• Horse show - AQHA Horse Show continues through 12/12 at

the Expo ..
• Play - Playhouse in the park presents Babes in Toyland, 8
p.m. at Murray City Park.
• Basketball - Lady Racers play in the Lady Tiger Classic at
Memphis State.
•

Saturday, Dec. 11
• Examinations - Final Examinations continue through Friday.
• Basketball - Racer Basketball vs. Florida International, 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena..
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Babes in Toyland, 8
p.m. at Murray City Park.
• Auction - Charity Auction sponsored by the brothers of Alpha
Tau Omega will be at 10 a.m. at the Alpha Tau Omega New
Fraternity House, 151 1 West Main Street. Prooeeds will go to
the United Way.

• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Babes In Toyland, 2
p.m. in Murray City Park.

Thursday, Dec. 15
• Meeting - A.A.N.A "University Group" Alcohol and Narcotics
Abuse Support Organization m~ets every Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Ohio Room.
·

• Basketball - Racer Basketball vs. St. Louis, 3 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
• Basketball - Lady Racer Basketball vs. Campbellsville
College, 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.

. Wednesday, Dec. 22
• Basketball - Racer Basketball vs. Mississippi, 8 p.m. in
Racer Arena.

Saturday, Dec. 25
• Christmas

To The Following Sororities
- - - - - - F o r Their Support
And Enthusiasm.

A~TI

ALA AOTI LLL

READER INFORMATION

- - - - - - - - - T h a n k s Again,
- - - - - - - - A l p h a Sigma Phi
from
Hallmark!

DesTRtautiON POith's'y -

EOtrORS. ¥MIA~.~ ~

Thl Murny SiJtl News Is dlstrlbullld

Editor In chkrL.....___,.Jetiy Wohlleb
• News editor .-..--.--.......Kelty Menser

campus Life edik>r___..J(rill..lwrence

Sports edltor.-.........- •..Mall Ptrtlloom
PhOO>glaphy editor ....- ..........Jud Coole
LayotMlraphlcs edltor..Healler Begley
Advertising manager......Stan Rnnepn
Advertising production ........Kim Dunlap
Business manager.........AIItson Burgea
VIewpoint editor ................Janice Fulps

a member ot

MEMBEMthPS ~
~

This newspaper Is

~

t Associated~- Press. Colwnbla
SchOiullc Press Assodallon, Kentucky
Press Assoclalfon, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

tree to students. tac~ and staff during
the fall and spring semesteR. NeWspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Currls Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparl<s Hall, Wilson Hall, Business

Personalized
Keepsake
Ornaments

Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science.
'

Af~

And To The Rest Of The Greek Societies That Have
Given Us Support.

It's easy to
create your own
personalized
Christmas cards!

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071 -3303

News....................................762-4468
Campus Llfe.........................762-4480
Sports..................................762-4481
Bulletin Board ......................762-4478
Photography........................762-4478
Advertising ..........................762-4478
VIewpoint. ............................762-4468
Fax .......................................762-3175
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Saturday, Dec. 18

Bel-Air Shopping Center

920 s. 12th St.

·-. ~

Sunday, Dec. 12

NEW LOCATION &NEW HOURS
:

..

J2i

Rne Arts, Stewart Stadium, Phy$1cal Plant.
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library, Industry
and Techn~ogy Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.
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Now you can
add your own
message to a
Keepsake
~=-..~It'll Ornament.
12 ornaments to
choose from a one-of-a-kind
. gift that will be
.; treasured for
years to come!
Please order your
favorites early.
Available at our
Hallmark Gold
Crown Store.

SUMCIIIP110NS
Friends and alumni may subSCribe to
Thl Mumy State NIIWS by contacting Or.
Ann Landini at 762-.4479 or Orville
Htrndon at 762-.4491. A one year
subscription Is $1 0 payable In advance.

This newspaper Is pt1nted on recycled
newsprint at TN Murr~y LMJgtr & nfTIIS,
1001 WNtnel Ave., Murray, Ky. -42071.
Photolithography w0f1c &ppeal1ng In
Till Murray Still N.s Is produced by
Uta McCuiston It Murny State
UniVersity's Printing Services

"My Life"
(PQ.13)

Come in today
and create your
own cards.
They're fun and
easy to make.
Printed in minutes
in our store.

~~ADMORE
BOOK-tJ-CARO ·•

.....

~
CROWN
STORE

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
759-9758
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Fin~cial

aid filing changes

ByE.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

Murray State University
students
who
received
fmancial aid for the 1993-94
school year will face a new
application process for the
1994-95 academic year.
Instead of filing the Free
'Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA), most
financial aid recipients will
re ceive the Department of
Education's new renewal
application through the mail
sometime this month.
The renewal application
resembles the blue Student Aid
Rep<>rt financial aid applicants
received last spring, but it will
be printed on white paper,
according to a DOE "Action
Letter" sent to the Murray
State student financial aid
office.
Like the Student Aid Report,
the renewal application will
have much of the personal
student data required for filing
preprinted on the form.
Students need only to verify
the information, update any
items that have changed and
fill in as few as 20 items such as income and current
college year - which are most
likely to change annually.
Johnny McDougal, director
of studen t financial aid, said

Page 3A

:Mt Most renewel applicants:
¥i:' complete the renewal

New applicants:
complete the free

~: ·· application for Federal

application for Federal
Student Aid and mall to
the federal processor.

'' ~W Student Aid and mall it to

/(··
the federal processor.
. •:··
!.'.•:.~.: :.'.: :·~
.: :·:..~~~~~~~
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Onl,e.lc bJ HEATHER BElLEY

the DOE schedule called for
the mailing of renewal
applications to begin in late
November and continue
throughout
December.
However, he said students
should not be alarmed if they
do not receive one.
McDougal said failing to
receive a renewal application
does not mean that students
are ineligible to receive
financial aid. He said as many
as 500 eligible Murray State
students may not receive
renewal applications.
"'fa student has not received
a renewal application by
January 15, he may assume he

~~~would like

isn't going to get one,"
McDougal said. "In that case,
he should come in, pick up a
packet and file the Free
Application for Federal
Student Aid.
"Which you file makes no
difference
whatsoever, 11
McDougal said. "There is no
advantage or disadvantage to
filing either form as far as how
much financial aid a student
will qualify for."
McDougal said the financial
aid office will have financial
aid packets available in early
January. In addition to the
F AFSA, the packets will
contain a ~urray State

financial aid application.
The application process for
Murray State financial aid has
not changed, McDougal said.
"Everyone who wants to
apply for financial aid whether they file the renewal
form or the free form - must
still file an MSU application,"
McDoilgal said.
McDougal
said
MSU
financial aid applications will
not be mailed to individual
applicants. "Students must
take the initiative to come in to
the financial aid office and pick
up a packet," he said.
McDougal said one problem
he saw with the revised
application process is that
some students may be tempted
to return their renewal
applications too soon. Since
some of the required
information must come from
the applicants' 1993 income
tax
records,
renewal
applications returned before
that information is available
will be rejected. ·
McDougal said another
potential problem on the
renewal application is in the
"Information Release" section.
He said even if Murray State
University is listed there as a
college choice, students must
still check the 1994-95 box for
Murray State to get the data.

TV TEACHING
Accounting majors Amanda Hargrove (left), senior from ·
Paducah, and Kendra Blosmore, senior from Dover, Tenn.,
participate In a live teleconference transmitted from
Murray State to area high schools Tuesday.

··~

The Sisters of • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

'Phe Sisters '

to congratulate
- our newest initiates
~~

----wish everyone a - - - -

[kffilj~

~

~~
· We are so proud of you!
With much love,
Your sisters in l:l:l:

I'

. .

Iii

Merry Christmas
t-~?1 Happy New Year
• • • • Have a safe and fun break • • • •

~~~,

LIFE HOUSE CARE CENTER FOR WOMEN

If

Free

.!

Pregnancy Tests

Across~.!;'~ Building

(All Services Confidential)

1506 Chestnut

f

Ii

t!1

Now open Mondays until8 p.m. '

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE BEST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
TO GATTIS!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PITTMAN WHEEL ALIGNMENT ft
wishes MSU students a Happy & Safe Holiday!

•

I

Over 20 years at same location.
Quality work at fair prices.

*
0

Let us prepare your car
for the long drive home.
...~
11ili'

•

of

408 N. 4th St.
(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

- New Tires
-Brakes
- Shocks
-Struts
- Tune Ups
- Alignments
- Oil Changes & Lubes
- Wrecker Service
- Suspension Repair
- Routine Service Work

'----:·----·--·-----·-......
---------------------n-------------------VAlUABlE COUPON VAlUABLE COUPON
.....-·-~------- ·--

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

*

Storey•s Sport Stop
Buy - Sell - Trade

We now carry a full line of comics.

Go Racers! Beat Florida International
Classic Basketball Draft Picks
Fleer Basketball
HOOPS Basketball
Upper Deck Basketball
Fleer Ultra Basketball
Stadium Club Basketball
Skybox Basketball

~

Monday- Friday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday noon-5 p.m.
502 Maple St.
759-1214

or

$599

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

2 for
. $699

D~;f

•,Sot pod ..,fanv
other IJ*W
•Good thru a.•~•

•

•

•Sot pod "''any
otbet opecoal
•Good tlltu

a,.,,.

--------------------~--------------------

2 Medium Pizzas
(One Topping Each)

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

99

$

Only

plus
tax

Dine-In, Pick-Up Only!

Chestnut St.

The Best Pizza In Town...

753-6656

r/tJHPJi-/

HOURS:
11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Mon..Sun.

.
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'

Difficult tasks
appreciated
We have great sympath y fo r t he m en and
women who were on t h e t a s k force for
restructuring.
They had a series of tremendously difficult
tasks before them.
They had to make some cut and dry decisions
about what colleges, departments and pr ograms
are essential to this University.
A more challenging and painful decision for
them concerned which areas should be either
merged or totally eliminated.
Regardless of the decisions made, they were not
able to please everyone. In fact, they surely u pset
many.
However, we think the task force did have good
intentions.
They were looking into the future and trying to
consider what would be best for the University in
the long run.
We applaud the task force for their efforts, but
challenge the administration, who will b e
responsible for modifying and implementing the
recommendations made by the t ask force, to
remain open to suggestions from studen ts,
faculty and staff.
These individuals may have ideas for
restructuring which might be less painful than
those already proposed.
We also hope the task force stays true to its
convictions and does not back off any of the
decisions it has already made.

Common finals unfair,
should be eliminated _
Although most o£ us are upset because we have
already had to endure our ·H11D1anities 201 and
202 common fmals, we think it is a wonderful
idea to not have them.
In fact, we think common finals in general
should be axed.
They are inconsistent and unnecessary to both
students and professors.
Since every Humanities, English, I DC an d
Psychology professor teaches the course in his or
her own way, it is impossible to fairly prepar e
students for a common final.
Eliminating them will be good for the students
because they will not have to study for an in-class
final and the common final. P rofessors will
benefit because they will not have to grade them.
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Steinberger challenges
Groppel, defends psychic
Dear Editor:
I would like to take a moment to respond to
J ason Groppel's commentary which .ran in the
Dec. 3 issue of The Murray State News. It
concerned the University Center Board
bringing in a psychic (Wilma Carroll) to
perform free readings.
I was very interested in reading your
thoughts, but disappointed that you made what
waa provided as entertainment a religion and
that in your attempt to separate church and
state, you (unintentionally, perhaps) failed to
m ent ion University sponsored Christian
activities that should be included in that boat.
The psychic was brought in by the UCB as
entertainment for the students. Yes, perhaps
when you interviewed her she met your criteria
for practicing a religion. The fact is, however,
that she was brought in not to spread her
religion, which seemed vague at best, but to
provide a service that may stem from what she
perceives as a spiritual gift.
I think my points would be more clear with
an example. Here is an example we do :n ot have
to imagine:
Let us take a look at the annual Hanging of
the GTeen presentation. This event is sponsored
each year by the University and includes
mu sical selections sung by the MSU Choirs
interspersed with readings. The current
president of the University gives the closing
Christmas Greeting.
Twelve of the 14 songs are strictly, openly
and can only be interpreted as Christian. Of ihe
seven readings, two are read from the Christian

Bible (John:l and Luk.e:2) and one is entitled A
Hymn Sung Cl8 by the Slu!pherds.
I can guarantee you that this presentation
costs a great deal more than did the psychic and
its purpose is blatantly religious.
The psychic was hired to perform a service
which she happened to feel was a gift from a
greater power. I would not be going out on a
limb to say that many of us feel that we have a
gift bestowed upon u s and that many believe it
is from a greater power (this would include
talent in any area of your life). Christianity
frowns upon (and the Bible speaks out against)
us.ing such gifts for anything but the services of
God. In Christianity's eyes, what Wilma Carroll
was doing was using a gift not for the service of
God, and so abused her gift. In her eyes she was
practicing a gift. that some students found
interesting, perhaps exciting and possibly
enticing.
She was not paid to preach and she did not. I
would venture to guess (perhaps unwisely) that
she had to be prodded with your questions
before she expounded on what she believed
spiritually.
I see no reason that the UCB should apologUe
for bringing in a psychic who was paid to
perform and did perform services not intended
to convince students of, convert students to or
even present a specific religious thought. Not
that you have anything to worry about. All the
psychic's customers that I have spoken to have
already had her predictions proven false.
David Steinberger
Senior Music Major

Sigma Tau Gamma president
disspells community rumors
Dear Editor:
I would like to address
several issues that directly
affect the organization I am
president of. The organization
of which I speak is Sigma Tau
Gamma social fraternity. The
issues are several completely
unfounded rumors currently
circulatinJr in our community.
I will list them as we have
heard them and address each;
• Rumor: We have had our
ch arter revoked by our
National Office. Fact: We are a
colony, and as such, we do not
h a ve a charter. We have the
fu ll support of our National
Office.

• Rumor: We have been
npelled from the InterFraternity Council and are
trying to get back in. Fact: We
have been a member of the
IFC for two years and still are.
• Rumor: We dropped out of
the IFC on our own.
Fact: See 2 and one of our
brother is an elected officer.
• Rumor: We are closing our
colony ourselves.
Fact: We have been in
existence for four years and
will be for many to come.
Something that I would like
to clear up is our name. It is
Sigma Tau Gamma. That is
Sigma, not Epsilon, not Zeta,
not Lambda not Omega. It is

*

Sigma Tau Gamma. We
understand printing errors
and the like, but after a point,
it becomes negligence.
Finally, if you hear anything
about Sig Tau that does not
come directly from a Sig Tau,
do not automatically believe it.
The men of Sigma Tau Gamma
are the ultimate source of
information regarding our
fraternity. If you have any
questions a bout Sig Tau, feel
free to stop any brother and
ask. We will be more than
happy to tell you the straight
story. Thank you.
Jamie Fulcher
President Sigma Tau Gamma

Senior offers
brotherly advice
to girl students
Dear Editor:
I am in my last month of
school here at Murray State
University and I would like to
make an observation. It has
come to my attention that this
University is once again
having a problem with rape.
Whether or not this is a
rumor is irrelevant. What is
relevant is that people do not
feel safe on campus. Some
things never change. When I
came to school here four and a
half years ago, we were told
that the female students
ahould not~ on campus
aiDne at nignt beca\lse there
'\1U someone who was raping
women walking back from
tlleir night classes. But we
were assured that action was
being taken to correct this
problem. To this day, I have
yet to see any substantial
iaprovement in the security
oa campus. Why not hire more
profession.al.B for Public
Safety? Many universities
have installed surveillance
cameras; this would be far
from unreasonable and it
1110Uld be more effective than
allllditionallights. These
actions would deter all crime,
not just rape.
I would like to make a
distinction. A column in your
paper about a month ago
pleaded with the men on
campus to control themselves.
I believe the writer's words
•re •Guys, we really want to
trust you, but you have got to
oantrol your anger. Please." A
pusionate plea to say the
1-.st. But this is tremendously
ofensive. From this
siatement, it is clear that the
writer has based this plea on
tbe 888umption that since
J'DD8t rapists are men, then
JDDet men are rapists. If you
do not see the error in this
argument, you need to register
for PHI 103 (Logic) and your
professor will be more than
happy to point out the fallacy
inyour assumption. Men do
net rape women, rapists rape
women. There is an enorm01U
difference.
Finally, I would like to share
same advice that I told my
yto.nger sister when she
started dating. This is
designed to help women
UDderstand and make
iDtelligent decisions based on
what men are probably ,
thinking. Thia should in no
way be interpreted as saying
that a girl who is raped •asked
fc.- it" or 01 deserved it." "No"
always means no. Ladies, if
you go out with a man, or if
you are with a man at a party
(•pecially if one or both of you
have been drinking), or if you
have just met a man in a bar
or elsewhere, you should
proceed on the assumption
that, unless you are explicitly
told otherwise, that man
would like to have sex with
you by the end of the evening.
I!you assume this, then you
will be able to logically think
through situations that may
be dangerous. For example, if
you are with a man at a party
ud he says, •Let's go back to
my room," based on this
a..umption, it should be clear
what he has in mind. This
givea you the opportunity to
al'Oid an uncomfortable or
dangerous situation based on
a better assessment of what he
is thinking. Of course this is
net always going to be true,
but it is better to be safe than
scny.
Conversely, I think that men
ought to proceed with the
a81UIDption that, unless
explicitly told otherwise, the
woman you are with does not
want to have sex with you at
that moment. Again, better
safe than sorry. I think that if
everyone actually did these
things, dating would be much
safer for everyone involved.
Sincerely,
Lee Davis
Senior History Major
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FOCUS
Nutt brings new f-ball era
By MATT PEREBOOM

Homecoming contest versus
Austin Peay. Both attendances
Maybe the Racers did not win
are highs for the 1990s. The
the Ohio Valley Conference
Racers averaged more than
Championship. So they did not
5, 700 people at home games,
even win more games than they
which was almost double the
lost for that matter. What they
1992 average of2,963.
did do was make Racer football .
The coach's rookie season
fun again.
was highlighted by an exciting
The man responsible for the
28-21 overtime win over the
change is . new head coach
University of Tennessee Houston Nutt.
Martin. Senior quarterback
In his first head coaching
flit . . . Butch Mosby keyed the victory
position, Nutt transformed a
as he completed an NCAA I-AA
team that had won only three Football coach Houson Nutt carried over record of 19 passes to begin the
OVC games in the last three the team's All Campus Sing Image to the game. The game marked the
seasons to a squad that was regular season when players sang after Racers' first road win in 12
competitive in every game, each home game they won.
games.
while collecting a surprising four is their school. this is their team,"
Although his team finished with
said Nutt in a preseason interview. a 4-7 record, Nutt said he was
conference victories.
Nutt's first goal for the 1993
He succeeded. More than 8,000 pleased. "We lost some close games
season was to wipe off the dusty fans showed up for t h e home- we should've won, but I think we
Stewart Sta dium bleachers. -vie opener against Eastern Illinois are taking steps in the right
want to get our students back. This University as well as the direction,• Nutt said.
Sports Edtor

Bill Clinton showed his grass
roots Intentions by visiting
the Paducah Airport lata In
the 1992 campaign t our.
Clinton 's
down-home
Arkansas style, strong-willed
wife and mellow saxophone
helped w in t he hearts and
votes of the public, but the
presi dent ha s struggled
during his administration to
keep some of his campai gn
prom i ses . Wi th a differen t
background, Ronald J. Kurth
d i splays his presidential
duties at a budget meeting.
The Board of Regents voted
no t to ren ew the Harvard
graduate's contract during Its
August meeting. Since that
time, t he Board has been
conducting a search to fill the
spot, which will become
vacant June 30, 1994•

•
~ ...

........ by ROll RUIII.fl

Presidents

~nay ~Come~·~ana

Bill and Hill get vote
Staff Report

It has been a busy year in our
nation's capital
Since his inauguration and after
tin.ally nominating acceptable Cabinet
potentials, President Bill Clinton has
worked non-stop toward achieving the
goals set forth in his campaign. In
fact, his first year in office has been
compared to that of President
Kennedy.
Other similarities between the two
include their youthful presidencies
and public-minded fll'st ladies with
trendy hairdos.
Despite his efforts, Clinton has not
been met without opposition. Issues
.such as homosexuals in the military,
budget reduction, health care reform
. and the North American Free Trade
Agreement have divided Congress and
the American people.
Most recently, NAFTA na·rrowly

•••

passed Congress after much
campaigning by the president and
Vice President Al Gore. The plan is
designed to open trade practices
between Mexico and t h e United
States, making the two more
competitive in the global market.
Also controversial are Gore's plans
to reinvent government and Firat
Lady Hillary's proposed restructuring
of the health care industry. Congress
is expected to address these issues in
later sessions.
Perhaps the national proposal
which most directly affects students is
the National Service Act passed this
summer. The act will provide federal
financial assistance to students who
participate in community service
projects.
Though he has been criticized for
his youth and liberality, Clinton has
brought what he promised: change.

go

Ron and Char don't

• ••
Staff Report

Christmas is always a speci8l time
of the year. But the 1993 holiday
season is extraordinarily significant at
Murray State University, as it will be
the last Ku rth Christmas at
Oakhurst.
President Ronald J. Kurth was
notified his contract would not be
renewed at the August 28 Board of
Regents meeting. His current contract
expires June 30, 1994.
While at Murray State, Kurth and
his wife, Charlene, have made several
contributions to the University.
Perhaps two of the most important of
these deal with international
relations.
Mrs. Kurth has devoted much time
and effort to establishing and
promoting Murray's Scottish Heritage
Program. Visits to Scotland, Murray
plaid items in the University

Top stars headline at MSU
By JANICE M. FULPS
VIewpoint Edltot

Mer a virtually concertless spring 1993
semester, Murray State University was able
to enjoy a fall 1993 semester chock full of
presentations by well-known antertainers.
The entertainers ranged from popular
comedians to award-winning musicians to
sultry soap opera stars.

Bookstore and a dinner celebrating
t h e Scottish poet Robert Burns
exemplify attempts to bring the city
and the University into contact with
the roots of the Murray name and to
generate funds for the University.
Also on the international scene,
President Kurth introduced Murray
State to "Russian" society through his
rela tions with the former Soviet
Union. Largely because of his efforts,
10 students from EurAsian republics
are attending MSU this semester.
Additionally, Kurth traveled to Russia
in October to negotiate faculty and
student tranafen for future semesters
though Kurth himself will not be here.
Aside from international issues,
Ku rth helped organize the
University's first capital fund drive,
which raised $2 million to go toward
developing the Regional Special
Eventa Center.

The disaster factor
Mother Nature showed
her not-so-gentle side this
year with two major bouts
of precipitation. The
snowfa ll during S pring
Break and the spring flood
left some students stranded
and with memor ies they
will not soon forget.

Flood VIctims IIIII•
List of statee and MSU
students within them that were
affected by last summer's
flood:
Illinois, 603
Iowa, 10

Mississippi, 5
Missouri, 183

Kansas, 7
Nebraska. 1
Minnesota, 9 Wlsoonsln, 12
an,hlc llr HEATHER R &LfY

September saw the "Wendy" look-alike
comedian who all college students adore,
Carrot Top. Carrot Top's performance was a
well-attended success at Lovett Auditorium.
Country Music Association award-winning
music star, Vince Gill, visited campus in
October. He lived up to his title as
Entertainer of the Year by performing to a
sold out crowd at Racer Arena.

Plleto bJ JUD COOK

Country music singer VInce Gill was one of many
popular artists who entertained students and
guests on campus this year.

-

-;

Patty Loveless, known for her catchy
Cheatin' f!eart tune, opened for Gill.
November saw a variety of performers
including· country music legend, George
Jones and stars from Days of Our Lives.
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Alumnus' brooms
subject. of KET show
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HUM 201 common final
cancelled this semester
By ANGELA SCHADE

By ANGELA DRENNAN

Anderson said, the common final was
cancelled temporarily.
Students taking HUM 201 can breathe a
Jerry Herndon, professor of English,
little sigh of relief knowing that the common agreed that the cancellation of the common
final has been cancelled this semester.
final did not affect his regular final.
Richard Steiger, professor of English, said
"I always cover the last unit," Herndon
the common final has been postponed s aid. "I weighted my test more than t he
temporarily while the humanities committee common final."
examines the course.
Herndon .s aid the comprehensive exam is
"We (the committee) thought it would be a not needed. He said the units in the text
good idea to cancel the final because we contain too much information for students
might make changes in the course," Steiger and instructors to review in a short amount
said.
of time.
The decision to cancel the common final
Students seem to be glad that the common
was made months ago and a memo was sent final was cancelled.
to all humanities instructors, Steiger said.
"I'm glad because teachers have different
Although HUM 201 is offered in the spring ways of teaching," said Dana Baldwin, senior
semester, students are not required to take a nursing major from Mayfield. "Some teachers
common final. Steiger said the HUM 202 may cover the information better than
common final which is usually administered others."
in the spring has also been cancelled until
Brian Beerbower, sophomore psychology
course changes are made.
major from Defiance, Ohio, said he was also
Steiger said it will be up to individual glad that the common final was cancelled.
instructors whether regular finals will be
"I don't think it is fair that we have to take
comprehensive.
a class final and a common final," B~erbower
•
Thayle Anderson, professor of English, said said.
the cancellation of the common final did not
Students need t o consult with their
affect his decision to make his final cover the instructors to see when their finals will be,
last unit in the course.
Steiger said. '
"The purpose (of the common final) is to
Common finals will still be administered in
inform staff how well they are achieving the ENG 101, 4 p.m. Monday; IDC 101, 4 p.m.
objectives of the course," Anderson said.
Wednesday; and PSY 180, 4 p.m. Thursday.
Anderson said that the common final was Students required to take a common final
developed to assess the needs of the course. may also be required to take the final exam
Since there is no need to assess the course, at the regularly scheduled time.
Staff Writer

Rapot1er

and E.L. GOLD
Staff Wrtter

Richard Henson, a 1971
graduate of Murray State
University, will be featured in
a KET documentary.
Kentucky Craft Marketing
P rogram , through the KET
network, conducted a search
for individuals that revered
family traditions.
Henson, 44, said 100 people
were interviewed, and he was
se lect~d as one of the five
people to share their family
traditions.
The KET crew recently spent
three days at Henson's rural
F ulton County home taping
the documentary, which will
air in February 1994.
Henson, who has degrees
from Murray State in speech
communication, education, and
health and physical education,
t eaches history at Dresden
(Tenn.) Junior High School.
However,
"My
main
occupation is a broom maker,"
Henson said.
It is a craft he inherited from
his grandfather, the late R.N.
Richard Henson of Cayce rests on the antique broom-making
''Bootsie" Henson.
press
where three generations of the Henson family have plied
The elder Henson, who
the
traditional
craft.
earned his nickname from the
knee-high rubber boots he
often wore, learned to make night, my grandfather willed it unemployed.
Henson said he remembered
brooms during the Depression, [the broom business] to me,"
Henson
said.
•
Three
d
ays
his
grandfather's words and
when he made and sold brooms
later,
he
passed
away.•
returned
to the presses,
throughout western Kentucky,
Henson
said
his
winders
and
cutters that
Tennessee and Illinois.
grandfather's
last
words
to
him
pulled
him
through
hard times
Since then, the skill has
were:
"'Richard,
let
me
tell
you
many
years
ago.
helped feed the Henson family
something. You learn how to
for 63 years.
Now, H enson m a kes the
make
a br oom and you'll
Henson had planned to be a
traditional
straw brooms his
ba sketball coach, but on the always have a job.'
grandfather made
and
"Our last conversation was
day he was to start as head
demonstrates his craft. to local
coach at Fulton County High grandfather passing down and distant school children.
School, he received a telephone tradition to grandson.•
call that his grandfather had
The hand-me-down tradition
been in an automobile accident served Henson well when.
Edltor:s note: ( Ad d i ti o n a I
and was not expected to live.
school where he was teaching information for t his story
"In 1981, on Thanksgiving closed ,
leaving
him provided by The Paducah Sun.)

the

Almost 600 students apply
for mid-year MSU degrees
Stall Report

A total of 599 students have filed
applications for degrees at Murray State
University at mid-year.
Among the candidates are 451 for bachelor's
degrees, 132 for master's degrees and 16 for
associate degrees. They represent 22 states and
10 foreign countries.
.1
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of graduates

will be determined when school officials have
completed a check of each candidate's
credentials to certify that a ll graduation
requirements have been met.
No formal mid-year graduation exercise is
held at Murray State. Students who graduate
at the conclusion of the fall semester receive
degrees by mail and have the option to return
in May to participate in cap and gown
ceremonies.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
For Jan. 18·19
Jan. IS

Jan.19

Your paclctt will be available only at your assigned time or later.
Times are assigned by classification (su calendar)
T uesday
Late registraion and fee payment, Curris Center, 3rd floor,
Ballroom.
Mini-orientation for new undexgraduate students Mason HaD
Auditorium, 1-4 p.m.
Students classified as graduate or irregular may register at any of
the times below.
8-11 a.m. ·········-··················· Seniors
L-Z
11-1 p.m. -···························· Seniors
A-K
1-3 p.m. ................................ Juniors
L-Z
3-5 p.m. ....... ......................... Juniors
A-K
5-6 p.m. ................................ OPEN for aU graduate, irregular,
senior, and jWlior students

Wednesday

Late registration and fee payment, Curris Center, 3rd floor,
Ballroom.
Students classified as graduate or irregular may register at any of
the times below.

8-10 a.m. ........................ Sophomores
10-Noon ......................... Sophomores

/

Noon-2 p.m. ............. .... .. Freshmen
+ visiting and non-degree
2-4:30 p.m. ..................... Freshmen
+ visiting and non-degree

L-Z
A-K
L-Z
L-Z
A-K
A-K

This holiday season,
treat yourself to our
Burger of The Month:
The Bacon Swiss Quarter PoWlder!
or our
All-You-Can Eat Breakfast Buffet
served piping hot
Saturday-Sunday
7 -l l a.m.

Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to present t_heir
_newly initiated members_
Liby Brown
Alisa Mann
Christin Quint
Stephanie Frailey
Jennifer Miller
Michelle Allen
-Mona Warren
~--- Michelle Giltner
Janet Crawford
Michelle Stinnett
Christy Haire
Tricia Templeton
Jill Turner
Aimee Hatfield ~~~
Nancy Mil~s~_..:.;/~
-:- ~~~~~
Tammy Diuguid
Ginger Courtney
Shawna Smith
Keri Gallo~ay
_ _ _ _ _ Sarah Goddard_ _ _ __
I

,.., Dec. 11

107 N. 12th St.

- ---
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Commission to discuss core
programs, funding, missions
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor In Chief

The Governors Commission on Higher
Education will make its Dec. 21 deadline,
said Frank Julian, Murray State
University faculty regent.
Julian, along with James Booth, provost
and vice president of academic and
student affairs, attended the Dec. 3
meeting in Frankfort.
"The commission is still looking at a
very large number of issues," Julian said.
The biggest issues being considered by
the commission are the redefining of each
University's
m1ss1on
statement,
identifying core programs and how
programs will be evaluated by
performance goals.
"In the future, you will have what is
known as core funding: Julian said.
"Universities will compete, in a sense, by
proving that they are meeting indicators
of quality."
He said each school will negotiate some
of its own performance goals which will be
identified through that schools new

"There Is no great educational
vision driving this Issue; money is
driving this issue."
·Frank Julian
Faculty regent
mission statement.
The mlSSion
statements are being rewritten to identify
the strengths and goals of each university.
"Some (of the performance goals) will be
mandated by Senate billl09," Julian said.
"Each institute can negotiate other
performance indicators for itself based on
mission statements."
Booth said developing performance
measures will determine potential
university funding.
Julian said each university will set goals
to receive additional funding.
"It will be on a scale of 100 points," he
said. "There will be different items to meet
and they can be weighted. If a school gets

Countdown to Christrnas:

2 Weeks
Lay-A-Way Now!

J. T. LEE, Jeweler

100 points, it will receive full performance
..Where your tdeas tum to gold.."
funding."
Dixieland Center
Another area the commission is working
789·1141
on is p 1acing the programs at each 1.!.;;,;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;
-;.;;,;--;.;.;,;;;;;;;;;;-;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;!I
university into four categories:
• Core programs which every university
will offer.
• Priority programs which schools will
put more resources into, but will not
necessarily be offered at each institute.
• Other programs which provide for the
unique needs of each university.
• Programs to eliminate.
Julian stressed that although theee are
the major issues there are a1ao dozens of
other issues the commission is working
with.
"The problem is, the people up there are
making decisions on the spot without
having the opportunity to run them past
different groups on their campuses,"
Julian said.
·
"There is no great educational vision
driving this issue; money is driving this
issue."

on becoming aMiss MSU candidate.
We know you will represent us well! ·

Greek alcohol policy examined
Once the alcohol is checked
in at the bar, the owner will
receive a card stating how
many containers he had and
the type of alcohol it is. He can
The guidelines set by the retrieve one drink at a time
By JENNY WOHLLEB
proposal
prohibit underage and his card will be punched to
Edtor In Chief
drinking.
Anyone entering a keep track of the alcohol.
The Greek organizations
Barnhill
said
these
mixer
must
show identification
held a forum Monday night to
guidelines
should
take
the
and
get
stamped
signifying
if
discuss a proposed alcohol
focus
off
of
alcohol
and
place
it
he
is
under
or
over
21.
policy that proposes to make
back
on
the
event
itself.
Under
the
proposal,
chapters
Greek mixers safer for
"Greek organizations are
participants and comply more would no longer be able to
fraternal
organizations, not
provide
alcohol
or
sell
it
to
any
with the law.
paternal,"
she said. "This will
guests
or
members.
The
m.ixers
Shannon Barnhill, president
promote
more
mature
will
be
strictly
BYOB.
of Panhellenic Council, said
Organizations
participating
drinking.
This
will
get
us away
she has been surprised at the
in
the
event
would
use
its
from
the
Animal
House
image."
positive response this policy is
Mark
Miller,
president
of the
members
as
monitors
to
check
receiving from everyone.
Interfraternity
Council,
said
IDa
and
to
tend
bar
in
nonShe said the gist of this
they
are
asking
all
of
the
hard
liquor
situations
where
policy is protecting the lives of
organizations
to
use
this
on
a
guests
will
leave
their
alcohol
members
of
Greek
after
entering
the
party.
trial
basis.
Then,
come
back
to
organizations.

Committee holds forum to
decrease groups' liabilities

the two forums planned for
early nut semester to let them
know how it worked.
"We don•t want to break
laws;" Miller said, "and we
want to keep the risk. aa low aa
possible."
He said this policy is
something the Greeks have
been moving toward for a
while.
"Nationals have been coming
down on people lately," Miller
said. "'t has been proven that
risk management works."
This is not a formal policy
yet, Barnhill said. This forum
was used to gather first
impresaiona. She said the ii8it
two forums will be used to
refine the policy and work out
the bugs.

The

Student Alunmi Association
thanks all those who sponsored the
Main Street Youth Center Christams Party~

Phi Beta Lambda Phi Alpha Theta
Alpha Delta Pi
Theta Chi Delta
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Kappa Alpha Phi Mtt Alpha
Dennison Hunt
Alpha Phi Alpha
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
American Humanics
Elizabeth Hall Council
The University Bookstore
r
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AlL MEAT BOLOGNA

.............-.".. 12 OL pac:kqe

MEAT WIENERS

" ............-

~~~~---~ ~~
....

12 ox. pac:kaae

.i:

Yow.. Clc.ei.ee

----i ,.....,,_ _ _ .. -

$1.50 OFF

AllY IIOftiYSUCb ~~~~t~•
Froztft WIIOit nnty

-

::.·=-.... . ....

·-····---·-·
---="'-•-••
....:: -~.:.':"-:.::::
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M or.. DOUIIU POWDER LIQUID

ULTRA SURF DETERGENT

~-- --,

.

• •
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:
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I':
I
I

....o om so

KROGER GIFT CERTIFICATES

1

We'Ve Got Your Holiday Wrapped Upl

Grade 'A' Frozen I 0 Lbs. and Up

Gift Glvlnc Made Eaayl

HONEYSUCKLE
TURKEYS ......................... Ib.

tf'~"orSouthem

99e

IN·STOR£ MADEl

$249

POTATO SAIAD .......... Ib.

CHICKEN BROTH

~· .~

~

C:OIIpoll

For tile .......,MOL POWDEJt 11'-

------------_,__ !'"~ --·

KaOGu

Sq. n.

Yac he

HILLS BROS COFFEE

99e v':.:' $2

99

GlAZED DONUTS............ctos.
Roasted or

Bllr-8-q

WHOLE
CHICKENS

$3''

each.........................................

J•800•488•GffT

99e PIE SHELLS......................... 68e
99e CONDENSED MJLK....................:n99C
KROGER SUGAR .............. ~b.i
99e PINEAPPLE..............................:;,79
CORN SYRUP.....................~~.:._
69C CHERRY PIE FILLJNG...- ..:u-ca• 97e
CREAM CHEESE.....................
KROGER &emi·S-et

CHOCOLATE CHIPS.......~.~~~

Frozen 2 Count KROGER

~.~:::

KROGER Sweetened

14

Ia lllke or Synp C.aMCI KROGER

lO

Licht BroWft ot

lOX Collfectl011en

lb

KROGER I.Jclil ot Dan

KROGER

lor..

p~~c.

KROGER ReplarorUta

0&.
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PCs give home access to library

POUCEBEAT
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November29
12:07 p.m.- A small amount of marijuana was found near the
Business and Public Affairs Building.
December 1
10:04 a.m. - Cattle were reported roaming loose near the north
college farm. The agriculture department was advised.
4:27 p.m. - A report was filed of a man loitering near the Special
Education Building.
11:20 p.m. - A student was found passed out on the first floor of
Clark Hall. He was not breathing properly and was transported to
Murray Calloway County Hospital by ambulance.
December2
8:14 a.m.- Cattle were reported out near the north college farm.
1:16 p.m. - MSU student Christina Beeler was Injured at the
comer of 12th and Ches1nut Streets after her bicycle was struct< by a
southbound vehicle. Beeler, 19, was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment of Injuries.
10:25 p .m. - A College Courts resident complained about
excessive noise In the area.
11 :34 p.m. -An unidentified peraon poured liquid on the carpet In
Franklin Hall and then started a fire. The fire was extinguished by
residents. An arson investigation Is underway.
Oecember3
1 :30 a.m. - Public Safety received a report of a possible gun shot
heard near Richmond and Franklin halls. Nothing relevant was found.
1:57 a.m. - A gunshot was reportedly heard near Regents and
White halls. Upon arrival, Public Safety heard and found nothing.
1:22 p.m. - Jonathan Howard reported the vandalism of his
vehicle. Someone took a sharp object and scratched the right door
and front fender.
Information for Police Beat was gsther6d and compll6d by Allison
Mifllkan, assistant news editor. from materials available to the public
at the Public Safety offlcs and Murray Pollee ()epartlnent.

By REV CRAIG
Repoltef

Owners of personal computers can now
access the library's online catalog,
Seekeasy, from remote locations by using
telecommunications software and a
modem. Instructions for using the dial
access system are available at Waterfield
Library.
The dial access system works with
Macintosh, IBM and mM compatible
oomputers. ProComm, ProComm Plus and
Microsoft Windows' Terminal programs
are the only programs guaranteed to be
oompatible with the library system.
The Seekeasy access number is 7623488.
Susan Dunman, head of technical
services, said the dial access system
functions the same as the online
oomputers in the library, but with several
additional advantages.
"The system provides easier access to
library holdings. It works 24 hours a day,"
Dunman said. "If you have a printer, you
can print information off of the screen."
Other features of dial access include
options for putting books on hold and
printing lists of selected works. The
system also offers a "Print Saved
Bibliography" function. Users unable to
print a saved bibliography can call the
library and give their name and
bibliography ID number. In most cases, a
printout will be made for them.

131(3 APPLt
CAft

PIMII ~ MICHELL£ FARRELL

About the only thing students will not be able to do with their personal computers
and modems concerning the library Is actually take a book off the shelf and check It
out as Sean Coleman, Junior graphics art technology major from Louisville, Is doing.

Student response to the dial access
system has been favorable.
Stepbel' Scott, senior computer
information systems major from Paducah,
likes the new system for several reasons.
"You dont't actually have to be there,"
Scott said. "If you've just come from the
library and need more information, you

can dial into the online system from .
home."
With the introduction of the dial access
system, subject carda will be· gradually
eliminated from the card catalog system.
However, Dunman said author and title
cards will remain in the card catalog as a
back-up if the computer system fails.

LOCATFJ> ON 641 S.
u miles South or lhf

llolida) Inn In Murray

The members of the

Student Government
Association
MSU Phonebooks Are
Ready To Be Picked-Up In
The SGA Office.

would like to wish everyone
good luck on fmals and
a safe and happy holiday season

Blues Rock

7 62 • 6951

Jingle J ·a il

ock

Here's a record that's sure not
to be a hit this holiday season.

Yeah the ad is cute, and it got your attention. But one
reindeer game Rudolph never played was drinking and
driving.
.
In 1992 Missouri convicted 31,004 people of a
D.U.I. (drinking under the influence). Meanwhile,
Tennessee had 6,854 D.U.I. offenders just between·the
ages of 18-24 alone. ·
·
Drinking and driving in Indiana and illinois is
anything but a holly jolly Christmas. First time offenders
lose their license for 30 days and face the possibility of
spending up to one year of jail time plus a maximum $5,000 fine. On
the second offense you're license is automatically suspended for a year,
and you may serve up to five years.
And if you are still wanting to go dashing through the snow in
your car or truck after having too much Christmas spirits, remember
that 39% of all of Kentucky's automobile fatalities last year were
alcohol related.
Celebrate the reason for the season this holiday-LIFE!
Don't drink and drive.
A public service announcement from the Mu"ay State News

1
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SPORTS
[Clowning on rodeo drive
I

Editor

: By BRANDl JACKSON
I

1

Reporter

A rodeo clown leaps into his
barrel just as the bull, who
, has thrown his rider, charges.
1 The bull hits the barrel flipf ping it end over end five times
, before it rests with the clown
~ inside.
f · The clown was agricultural
: major Britt Spillman. The
: incident occurred while
: Spillman was on the job at a
•I rOdeo in Union City, Tenn.
~
Spillman admits the inci' dimt is probably the most
: dangerous thing that has hap: pened to him while he has
~ worked as a barrel clown.
~ rung my bell a little bit,"
t Spillman said.
1
I
The
Murray
State
' ( University student has
: worked as a barrel clown at
: rodeos as far away as
: Pennsylvania and six other
i states.
Spillman says that clowning
can be a lucrative business
: considering there are not
~ enough barrel clowna in the
l business to meet the demand.
Spillman became interested
in clowning when he realized
• it was his only rodeo talent.
1
Because he wanted to be part
f.I of the rodeo atmosphere in
1 some way, two years ago he
r started clowning.
The talent Spillman has
comes mostly from experience. Although he has attended rodeos all his life, he has
learned to perfect his own
acts. He has purchased only
one comedy act; the rest are
hi has created.
Comedy acts are used in
rodeos to fill time between
t,events.
, "Most acts have to be weld: ed or made in a machine shop,
·so I have to get other people
help: Spillman said.
• Although his act is geared

,:

'i

"'t

1

I

f

'

ito

''I'll work until I get so

old I can't get into the
barrel anymore."

Dreaming
of a Racer
Christmas

Britt Spillman

Rodeo Clown

toward people of all ages,
Spillman says the aspect he
likes most abou.t his clowning
is the children. He enjoys
mak;ng them smile.
In contrast, Spillman's least
favorite thing about his job is
the travel. He uses his own
trailer to pull his equipment
to and from each rodeo. The
equipment includes his barrel, a cordle88 microphone and
the secreta of his acts.
All of this equipment costs
more than $7500. Spillman,
who belongs to both the
International Professional
Rodeo Association and the
American Cowboy Rodeo
Association, has taken on a
full time sponsor to help
reduce his expenses.
Spillman advertises merchandise sold by State Line
Western World which is located in Hazel, Ky. In return,
this cuts his expenses, which
also include the photograph.e
he gives to kids at his shows.
Spillman also sells novelty
items during each rodeo.
Most of the items are souvenirs for children.
•selling novelties adds to
my income. Kids are more
likely to buy things from a
clown than from a shop,"
Spillman said.
People can locate Spillman
through ads he places in organiMtional publications, but be
says that most people lean1
about him by word of mouth.
He also contacts stock con-

The Christmas eeason is
back after what seems like a
year-long absence and three
Munay State coac.bea are hoping they are on Santa's list.
BriDg on the three wise

Plttttlly .LiliA FARNUM

While Britt Spillman often saves rodeo riders from serious Injuries, he also provides barrels
of laughs for many rodeo fans.

tractors during his spare
time.
Spillman's future plans
include attending graduate
school in the spring.

Although he only worked
part time last year, he still plans of ever quitting his job
worked 27 different rodeos. as a barrel clown.
-ril work until I get so old I
Spillman plana to work fu.ll
time while attending gradu- can't get into the barrel any·
ate school. He also has .no more: Spillman said.

.

Equestrians host Midsouth
Staff Report

Murray State University's
equestrian team held its annual
Midsouth
Classic
Invitational horse show Dec. 4
at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center. Fourteen
colleges and universities from
as far away as Colorado and
Connecticut competed in the
show which was the team's
most important show of the
semester.
Jennifer Oliver, junior animal science major from
Guston, was pleased with the
team's performance but
expects the team to improve.
-rhe team did really well considering this was a very competitive show. We competed
against the best riders in the
country, 'but our results show
we've still got a lot of work
ahead of ut."
Murray State won the overall high point stock seat award.
Individual placing& were as

follows: novice fences - Karol
Wolff, seventh; open stock seat
- Dena Ayers, third; advanced
stock seat - Karol Wolff, first;
intermediate stock seat Jennifer Oliver, eighth; beginner stock seat - Rennie Church,
first; open pattern - Nick
Cheesman, third; walk-trot
equitation - Rennie Church,

ate stock I - Jessica Karkoff,
first; Jennifer Oliver, fifth;
advanced stock I - Krista
Newell, third; Misty Rehkop,
second; open stock pattern Nick Cheesman, second.

Individual hunt seat equitation placings were: open Nick Cheesman, sixth; walktrot - Marshea Boaz, sixth;
sixth.
Rennie Church, sixth; beginThe equestrian team also ning walk-trot-canter· Kathy
competed in a show Dec. 5 at Tibbots, f'Uth; novice - Sarah
the Expo Center.
Whitten, second; Krista
Decker,
third; Karol Wolff, secIndividual stock seat equiond;
Stephanie
Clendenin,
tation placings were as follows:
third;
Krista
Newell,
sixth;
advanced stock II- Stac:i. Foy,
intermediate
Mari
Little,
sixth; Karol Wolff, second;
Photo provllftd by MARY ANN DORIUI
open stock - Dena Ayers, fifth; first; Marti Swartz, second; Riders from 14 colleges competed In the Mldsouth Classic last
Nick Cheesman, second; begin- Dena Ayers, fifth; Kathy weekend at the Expo Center. This competitor was from the
Henderson, sixth; advanced
ning stock • Suzy Wilson, first;
University of Connetlcut.
Rennie Church, fourth; Erik walk-trot-canter - Jennifer
The team tied for the high
Dudley,
first;
Christa Stewart, fU'st; Misty Rehkop, Nick Cheesman, fourth; interWillerton, second; Adi:na fifth.
mediate fences - Kate Urness, point stock seat award with
Szewezyk, fifth; intermediate
The individual results foz second; Marti Swartz, fourth; Western Kentucky University
stock n - Mari Little, second; equitation over fences were; novice fences - Stephanie and took the reserve high point
Marti Swartz, fifth; intermedi- open fences- Mari Little, thi.z:d; Clendenin, third.
award in hunt seat.

~--RA_C_ER
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Popeye Pounds Boards

~ Racers half way there

. Former Racer Popeye Jones has grabbed the third most offensive
rebounds in the NBA. Popeye is also In the top 25 in total rebounds.

Team
Dennis Rodman
Buck Williams
Popeye Jones
Vlade Divac
Derrick Coleman

San Antonio Spurs
Portland Trail Blazers
Dallas Mavericks
Los Angeles Lakers
New Jersey Nets

loim: MSUMEWIREIEARCH

..• -

nlJII•••

Total offensive rebounds
110
73
69
68
67
8....... 11y DEIIIE NULL

New Lady Racer head coach Eddie Fields
has his team playing well. The Racers have
already won half as many games as they did
the entire 1992-93 season.
The team's 3-2 start is even more impressive considering the Racers do not play their
first home game until Dec. 18.
Three Racers are averaging double figures
in scoring, while the team is scoring nearly 78
points in an average contest. They have
scored more than 84 points in three games.

wo.-n:
Brenda Bowlin and the
1992 OVC Tournament
Cb.ampioJUI endured a difficult
&e88Cil that ended with a firstround loss in this year's poat&e88Cil tournament.
Nelt season's equad will not
only have to bounce back from
an 11-21 record, but also the
loss ri standout senior setter
Denile Donnelly. Her departure means the loss of1,185
assiJds and quality leadership.
Donnelly joins outside hitter
Stacy Geralds and middle hitter Allly Rhodes in their exits
as well.
But do not think Bowlin's
talenlstock.ing is empty.
First Team All-Corilerence
selection Sarah Dearworth
retuma in 1994 for another
run It the OVC crown.
Dearworth will be joined by
a trio of talented sophomores
who pined quality playing
time this year, and two other
junicn who performed
admirably in their first year in
the Racer program following
two ,ears ofjunior college
play. Look for Bowlin's bunch
to await the unwrapping of the
1994 season with more anticipatiOD than an eight-year-old
expecting a new bike on
Christmas morning.
The most suc:cessful team
duri.Dg the fall semester was
the women's tennis team. In
the six matches that scores
were kept, head coach Connie
Keaalina's crew was undefeated. She has a balanced team
that mixed together this fall
better than a cup of egg nog.
All Keasling has on her
Chril&mas iist is a heaitlly
team and a little luck. If she
gets either. the team has a
chance to celebrate with a conference title in the spring.
Coech Velvet JonesMilkman's women's golf
squad e~oyed surprising success considering the team was
greeDer than a holiday wreath.
The team only played three
toumaments in the fall, but
hopei to gain more match
experience during the spring
season.
Milkman will welcome junior
Rechelle Cadwell's return to
the team. The coach has plenty
of room at the inn for Cadwell,
who bas commitments to the
Lady Racer basketball program in the fall.
Merry Christmas, and may
all the MSU teams find an
OVC title under their mistletoes.

Racer of the Week
Senior Melissa Shelton is the Racer
of the Week due to her early season
performance for the Lady Racer basketball team.
The Albany native is averaging
more than 17 points and eight
rebounds per contest.
Shelton scored 25 points in the
Racers' loss to Southern Illinois
University on Wednesday night.
The 5-1 0 forward needs only three
more three-pointers to become the
all-time leader in Lady Racer history.
She has connected on 82-of-227
career attempts for 36 percent.

Melissa Shelton

December 10, 1993
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Soccer club sets
sponsorship as goal

Racers use defense
to win home opener

Team seeks
financial
support
By SCOTT NANNEY
Assistant Sports Editor

The Murray State University
soccer club is looking to score a
point with University officials.
For three years, the team's
goal has been to convince
school officials that soccer
should be a University sport.
University recognition would
mean more than moral
support; it would mean
approximately $30,000 worth
of financial support if soccer
was a part of the athletic
department.
Juniors Dan Hardesty and
Jud Cook are leading the
charge down field. Hardesty
and Cook, who serve as the
club's president and vice
president,
respectively,
organized the team as
freshmen.
No doubt the money would
provide new uniforms and
equipment,
but
more
importantly it would allow the
team to play the world's most
pupular aport more often.
Hardesty said that the team
has trouble every year filling
out a schedule because many
schools have organized teams
that are unwilling or unable to
play club teams.
•we have a hard time
putting a schedule together at
the first of every year,"
Hardesty said. "The teams we
call don't want to play us
because they either have a full
schedule or fear that their
players would get hurt in a

Plllle., ANGELA ICHOIZ

Jeff Hill, front right and In a white shirt, and Brandon lucas,
back right and In a white shirt, are two of the 18 players that
comprise the MSU soccer club.
meaningless game."
to be held Jan. 28-29 in
During the fall semester, the Murfreesboro, Tenn., on the
team played only three games campus of Middle Tennessee
and managed a 2-1 record with State University.
wins over Freed Hardman
Most of the OVC schools set
University and a squad from to play in the tournament do
Paris, Tenn. Their only loss not have school sponsored
came
against
Eastern soccer teams.
Kentucky University in a
Hardesty said that the main
penalty kick shootout.
reason for the tournament is to
In hopes of gaining the show the prospective OVC
athletic
department's schools that soccer should be a
attention, the club has begun university sport.
efforts to raise money.
Hardesty also said the
Recently, the squad signed up team's goal is to compete well
new applicants for a credit in the tournament and show
card company, which served as the University that it is worthy
the club's fund raiser.
of joining the other sponsored
While the ultimate goal for programs on campus.
Hardesty and the club is to
"We hope we can make a
become a school sponsored good showing at the OVC
team, the major hurdle now tournament and hopefully gain
facing the team is the OVC some interest from school
Soccer Tournament.
officials and gain more campus
The tournament is scheduled interest," Hardesty said.
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The men's basketball team began a fivegame home
stand by defeating
Campbellsville College 89-71.
For the Racers (1-1), it was a game out of
control. Murray State committed 21
turnovers and nine offensive fouls.
Growing pains or sloppiness? You decide.
From the game's opening tip, the pace was
frantic. Both defenses pressed, and both
offenses wilted under the pressure.
Finally, late in the first half, the Racers
managed to halt Campbellsville's seemingly
endless attack. And then MSU went on the
offensive.
Campbellsville, as helpleea in Racer Arena
as Custer was at Little Big Horn, coughed up
four straight turnovers to help the Racer
comeback.
MSU coach Scott Edgar's philoeophy, "''ur
defense is our best offense,• proved to be too
much for Campbellsville aa they began to fold
up like cheap patio furniture.
The 16-3 run with four minutes remaining
gave MSU a 41-29 halftime lead and broke
Campbellsville's spirit and confidence. They
never fully recovered.
Murray's bench proved to be the deciding
factor.
"When the bench comes in, maybe they can
catch the opposition before they catch their
second wind,• Edgar said.
Or maybe the bench can compensate the
starters poor execution.
The game's hero was little-used Kenneth
Taylor, who waa injured most of last season.
He appears to be the spark the Racers need.
"He plays good defense and take's care of
the ball," Edgar said. t~Jle's played well in
every game be's played in."
In two games, he has not only relieved
Cedric Gumm, but also contributed
defensively as well as on the offensive end of
the floor.
Case in point, against the exhibition team
VASDA USA, he entered the game and
immediately picked up two steals. Tuesday

~CasadeiSol~
wishes MSU students, faculty, and Staff a Happy Holiday Break
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night against Campbellsville, he also picked
up a quick steal and ecored the baaket that
gave MSU their first lead.
In the second half, Marcus Brown and
Antwan Hoard finished nailing the coffin
shut.
B~ whoee two pme ~hooting slump (4for-20) appears over, took control in the
second half when Campbelllville pulled.
within eight. He torched Campbellsville's
defense for nine points and smothered
Campbellsville's competitive fire in the
process.
Brown led the team in scoring witJl 14
points after a 30-point night against VASDA.
Hoard, starting hie second consecutive
game, to88ed in 11 points and collected three
rebounds to maintain the Racers' large lead.
Antoine Teague, wbo proved to ua with 25
points against Tennessee State University
last season he could play thia game, was also
a factor.
Although his numbers were not
impressive, his presence demanded
Campbellsville's attention.
Tuesday night, the Racers proved several
things.
First, they are still growing as a team.
Second, everyone on the team ia capable of
playing well. Third, they cannot make free
throws. And fmally, their focus lapses get
them in trouble.
·
Perhaps I can offer this bit of advice.
Racers, should you feel your intensity levels
dropping, think of one thing.
OVC champs no more.
Need I say more.
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LLL welcomes
Alpha Sigma Phi!!!
We are behind you all
the waylll
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TIM! nm1 complete
arsenal of test prep
tools in the world.

CALL NOW:
Dr. Jeny Hinton &
Assoc., Inc.
Paducah, Ky.
42001
(502) 442-1403
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SCOREBOARD
Lady Racers 62, Lady Panthers 58

lntrafraternlty Standings

Dec.6
MSU(62)

Sororities
Team

Shelton 5-12 4-5 16, Parker 10-17 4-5 26, Haberer 1-5 1-2
S, Cadwell S-6 0-4 6, Cooper 0-1 0-0 0, Bailey 2-4 0-0 4,
Gallimore 1-3 1-1 3, Gray 0-0 0-0 0, Hornbuckle 0·0 0-0,
Pearson 2-5 0-0 4, Rodgers 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24-53 10-17 62.

Points

Alpha Sigma Alpha

57

Alpha Omicron Pi

46

Eastern Dlinoia (58)

Sigma Sigma Sigma

14

Halftime-Murray State 34, Eastern illinois 32. 3-point
goals-MSU 4-10 (Shelton 2-4, Parker 2-4, Cooper 0-1,
Gallimore 0-1), Eutern 2-9 (Salvt~gio 1-6, Bochnak 1-2,
Green 0-1). Rebounds-MSU 33 (Shelton 8), Eastern 34
(Probst 6). Aaeist.MSU 11 (CadweD 6), Eastern 9 (Polka 5).
Total fouls-MSU 15, Eastem 14. A-484.

Alpha Tau Omega

67

Racers 89, Tigers 71

Lambda Chi Alpha

67

Alpha Gamma Rho

57

Alpha Gamma Delta

39
33

. Alpha Delta Pi
Theta Chi Delta

Fratern ltles

Dec.7
MSU(89)
Gumm 4-7 1-2 12, Brown •-5 6-3 14, Wilson 3-11 2-2 8,
Hoard 4-7 2-2 11, Teague 8-6 S-8 9, 'l'aylor 4-6 0-1 8, Rainey
4-7 1-2 9, Carter 1-5 2-2 4, Bussells-4 1-2 7, Moore 2-3 1-2
5, James 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 33-63 19-ll 89.

Sigma Chi
PMCt by IECKY YOUIIBWEIITH

Sigma Pi

39

Sigma Phi ~psilon

30

OFF BALANCE

Campbellsville (71)

Senior Antwan Hoard hopes this prayer of a shot will be
answered In a recent exhibition win over VASDA USA. The
Racers host Florida International Saturday night at Racer
Arena.

Halftime-Murray State 41, Campbellsville 29. 3-point
goala-MSU 4-10 (Gumm 3-4, Hoard 1-1,Taylor 0-2, Brown 01, Carter 0-1, Moore 0-1), Campbellsville 5-16 (Kelly 3-6,
Smith 1-5, Defoe 1-1, Wright 0-3, Berry 0-1). Fouled outMSU-Teague, James, Campbellnille-Smith. ReboundsMSU 38 (Wilson 7), Campbellsville 34 (Berry, Defoe 6).
Aseists-MSU 10 (Gumm, Brown 4), Campbellsville 12
(Booker 4). Total fouls-MSU 21, Campbellsville 28. A-2,856.

Racers' Holiday Basketball Schedule
Date

Opponent

Dec. 18

St. Louie

3:00

Dec.22

Mississippi

8:00

Dec.27

Pikeville

7:30

Dec. 29-30

at Toledo Holida~ Classic

TBA

Jan.4

Arkansas Collece

Jan.8

Lady Racers' Holiday Basketball Schedule

Time

Date

Opponent

Time

Dec.l0-11

at Memphis State Classic

TBA

Dec.18

Campbellsville

7:00

7:30

Jan.8

at Morehead State

4:15

at Morehead State.

6:30

Jan.9

at Eastern Kentucky

1:00

Jan.10

at Eastern Kentucky,

6:30

Jan.15

Middle Tennessee

5:30

Jan.1s

~ddle

7:45

Jan.17

Tenneuee Tech

7:45

Jan. 17

Tennessee Tech

5:30

Jan.l9

Memphis State

8:00

Jan.19

Southern IDinoia

5:30

Tennessee

Lady Salukis 98, Lady R.Qcers 62
Dec.8
MSU(62)
Shelton 9-17 7-10 25, Parker 3-13 o-o 8, Haberer 2-5 0-0 4,
Cadwell3-5 4-6 10, Cooper 2-8 0-0 4, Gray 2-4 1-2 5,
Pearson 0-0 ()..() 0, .Rodgers ().;.1 ()..() 0, Gallimore 0-1 0-0 0,
Bailey 2-2 0-0 4, Newcomb 0-0 2-2 2, Hombuclde 0..0 0..0 0,
McClain 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 23-57 14-20 62.

CIASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Hent'a tothechoadsweloved,
the choadswewanled. and the
choada wel'liMK'knewiThari<a
forthe memoriesI Here'schoad
In your eyell C and J·"The
Ghosts".

ArA would Hke 10 thank DC for
a"perfect" nlghtatthemcM8sl
Love, The listers c:A ArA.

COiY·I'mgo&lg 10 riUi yoo tflla
CMatmu breekl You better
wor1t on that reeume because
Venice here we comel Have
fun, don't get too bored and
please stay out of trouble! Mlk

Happy 22nd All, All, All, AU.
Ohhhh Kellyl How about that
Big Black Hair found while
dancing at the annexl
Nurse John, Have a Merry

Chr1stmasl LVB, PJ.

Cliff, how Ia It crooked?I
Ben, Good Luck at your track
meet tomorrow! I'm sureyou11
do great Love, Cory.
Thanks for 8 great Christmas
Dall¢8 and Christmas party
JennlfMI You did a g1'8Elt Job I
And we would like 10 thank
your mom and the sisters who
helped. Love the sisters c:A
Theta Chi Delta.
Good luck to all December
graduates! Remember, there
Is life outside Westem KY.

To the brothers or PI Kappa
Alpha. have a Merry Chr1st·
mas and a Happy New Veer.
From, the glr1a.
To MSU, Westside Baptist.
AXA. plus all In the JRT Dept.
and rrrt pels at the News, I
want to sincerely~ yoo for
., the opportunities and rnef1'l(>r1ea you've given me. Without
you I'd be just a ligh school
grad, lost, unaoclallzed, and
lastly probably sane. Good
Juck·and God Bleasl Sean.
p.e. Mel, I miss you already.

Alpha Slgs welcome A.S.P.
(Alpha Sigma Phi~ 10 Murray
StateI You guys are great, and
we look folward to many years
c:A fun together.
Thank you Uz and Oenlaeona
beautiful CI'Mtatmas Oancel
Love, yc)ur listers In Al:A.

To Wholleb, ahuddddupjungle
woman. Boom-Boom, Reuter
called. KL, nice ~o see 8 male
hairstyle. Enough with the penis
stO!iea. Mensa. put'emupl Beg
me, see ya red. Or. AI, yea
mommy, I'm sony. Orville, I
know you are a wlldman at
heart. Sales and proclJctlon,
good luck with Dundldlap and
themonkeVbo;t. Luv1 Mousse.

Merry Chrtstmas Stanton! I
mJu you, and next yeerwRI be
better-1 promlsel Love, VBS
Arat Stephanie and Balmerand
now you I The newsroom just
won't be the tame without your
hooliganism and permed hair.
Oon'tforgetuallttle people, and
don't forget to buy more

mousse. Love,thebest~tlslng staff yoo could wish fori
FOR SALE-Food dehydtaloc'
for sale. $25. Never used. Call
759·1634 anytime.

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL
JOBS. EARN $2.500/MO. +
TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE
I ( CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII,ASIAI). CRUISE
LINES NOW HIRING FOR
BUSY HOLIDAY, SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS.
LISTING SERVICE. CALL
(919) 929-4398 ext. 32.
ALASKA SUMMER EM·
PLOYMENT.fisheries. Many
earn $2.000+/mo. In canner·
les or $3.00<»6,000+/mo on
flahlngvessels. Many employ·
era provide benefits. Get the
necessary head start on next
summer. For more Info. call: 1·
206·545·4155 ext. a5538.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIR·
lNG· Eam up to $2.000+/mo.
on Cruise Ships or Land·Tour
ool11l8nles. Summer & Full
11me ef11llymentavallable. No
exper1ence necessary. For
more Information call 1-206634-0468 ext. c5538.
Help petition Wai-Mart to stay
~n24hrs . T.C. Iuv~al Mlk

FOR RENT

House for renl Across fRIITI
MSU. Studio and 1 bedroom.
Fully furnished, W/D.$S50per
mo. Call753-8191 .

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATE($?) WANTED
MIF; 3 Bed, 2 Bath !:klwiL·
Very Nice and Very Reasonablel753·1172.

BUSINESS SERVICES
Typing services. Laser printer;
spell check. Call 435-4308.

s.o.s.

With MSU 10; 10¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 15c per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER lliE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Name

SHRILL

/:';(

Phone ( - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mail this form with your $1 0 check to Circulation
Dept., The Murray State News, 2609 University
Station, 1 Murray St., Murray KY 42071-3303
Offer good for U.S. addl"88888 only. SUbscribers receive all Issues (approximately
28 issues) dropped on-campus during their aubacrlptlon term.

Traci Grace
on a ther successful
Toys for Tots.
Love, Your sisters in Alpha Sigma Alpha
f

~

Z i p - - - - - - - - - ,.;-

Thank you

,

\ -~ -~ - _;.,: .'kj' .~~'

City---------~/...
~.,. _ State _ _ __

PERSONALS
ROOMIAATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FORSAUi
HELP WANTED
LOST & FQCJNO
RJDES
NOTlCE

I

Address ________________~~~--------

INDEX

MlSC-

I

._,~~\~~ 2L:"- ~,~~tt t ;1

ALARil
screams louder than arry
human voice. A good way ~
call for help. Send$14.95ptus
$3.95 S&H to Crime PrevMtlonProducts. ATE. 3 Box1056
Murray, KV 42071.

TheMurray State NewsWihMsuJD: .1~:;r;;.~:l!;;'ft>~~uiD: 2otperword

I

Don~t let;qr..,a.u~tlon day s.eparate you from your
frlendeKandJavo[fte aQtlvltles at Murray State.
Follow the ~ople amhwenta fn the news at MSU
with a sub~ptfon to T11iJ Murray State News. For
only $10per~r·youwm receive every Issue of
The Mufl'!ljl 6tat8 NtJWS. Subscrf!!e ~oday and bring
the news f~P:nt·~urray 8tflteto YQUt1mallbox In
1994
.
__________..• .••"iiiiii......~-~----------

MISCELLANEOUS

RATES

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Graduates, keep in touch

House for rent. 2 BR I BA IWI
MSU. 1605 College Rwm
Road. $365/ Month 753~
leave message.
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REPORT
Continued from Page 1A
The next six criteria were
each weighted at five points.
They asked:
-ro what extent does this program..."
• reflect the ability to retain
student8?
• prepare graduates for discipline-related employment?
• prove to be cost effective?

• attract studente who would
not otherwise come to MSU?
• reflect stability and/or
growth in enrollment?
• generate a positive graduate/faculty ratio?
The last three criteria were
weighted at two points. They
are:

"To what extent does this program..."
• have a location advantage by
being located at MSU?
• possess recognition for exceptional quality?
• possess a faculty that is recognized outside our service
region?
·
In addition to reviewing each
program, the task force also
had interviews with each dean,
James Booth, provost and vice
president of student and academic affairs, and President
Ronald J . Kurth.
Based on the interviews and
information gathered, the task
force developed recommendations based on 12 broad areas.
These areas are:
• Associate degree programs

• Baccalaureate degree programs
• Graduate degree programs
• Academic support programs

Page 13A

ditional students and offering
career guidance.

Reallocations

The total projected cost savings
from the recommenda• Public service programs
tions is approximately $3 mil• Admission standards
lion.
• Faculty workloads
The money will be reallocated
within the University. It
• Block budgeting
was recommended that 50 per• Athletics
cent of the money saved over
• Academic reorganization
the next three years be used to
increase
faculty salaries.
• Administrative efficiency
Twenty-five percent would be
• Reallocations
used to enhance library acquiObjectives
sitions, increase departmental
budgets
and fund capital
The task force identified sevequipment
needs.
eral objectives while looking at
fl'he remaining 25 percent
restructuring: increasing overall enrollment; raising aca- would be used to fund addidemic graduate quality; becom- tional faculty and resources in
ing more accessible to non-tra- identified growth areas.

TASKFORCE
James Booth, provost and vice president and the report will be modified one way or
of academic and student affairs, said the another," he said. "Why we are going
and we're not having their cuts imposed next step in the review process, in addi- through this process ia to get (the report)
tion to taking it to various organizations on the table and discuss it.
upon us."
•1 think some of the concern is over the
James Willis, associate professor of ele- on campus, will be to meet with the deans,
mentary and secondary education, asked if department chairs and faculties who are completeness of the information. The task
it would be possible for the task force to directly affected by the recommendations force had all of the information they could
fihd and what they asked for. They acted
get another extension and go back to made by the task force.
"'We will learn more about the programs on good faith.•
speak with each department chair.

Continued from Page 1A
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In a religion that was born
in a b&Dl, an open door

~
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goes without saying.
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The Episcopal Church invites you to join us this
Sunday in the worship and fellowship of Jesus
Christ. The door is always open.
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INSTITUTE
Continued from Page 1A
the student and teacher is
increased. Computer writing
1aba have also been included in
the curriculum.
Morgan said recruiting
efforts are strong internationally, especially in Asian countries. One of Murray State's
selling points is its safe learning environment. Students are
also made to feel like a part of
a family at Murray State.
Morgan said most students
do not visit before committing
to MSU, but the satisfaction
rate is still near 100 percent.

The program does not award
college credit for the classes
and student8 must pus teste
of Eltglish proficiency. Those
students completing the course
are awarded certificates of
completion and letters of recommendation which allow
them to enroll at MSU.
With recruiting efforts going
strong and more programs for
intel'D.ational students, MSU
hopea to enrich the quality of
life mr foreign and American
students alike.
"We feel that the campus
needs a more international
feet,• Morgan said.

SACS

what the plan ia and they may
make some comments on it,"·
Continued from Page 1A
Lalicker said.
ing the desired goals of its
Lalicker said the grou p will
graduates.
decide whether the self-study
Lawson said two recommen- found all the needed informadations have already been tion and will make recommenimplemented and a follow-up dations to help the University
plan has been started to deter- be~ best it can be."
mine the course of action for
Lalicker said the University
meeting the remaining recom- will be in communication with
mendations.
the evaluators t h roughout
"By the time the committee 1994, and he ex pects the
that is going to be evaluating University to receive reaffrrus in February, 1994 gete here, mation of accreditation in
they will already have seen December, 1994.

The sisters of LLL
would like to give
congratulatio~s to sister

Laurel Ripley

on attaining
U CB Homecoming
and a part in
Campus Lights!
You've made your
sisters proud!

We love you!
St. John's Episcopal Church

Congratulations
Theta Chi Delta
Seniors:

YSTATE

Sherri GHJin ·
Gina Higgins

DORM RESIDENTS

Shawn P erkins

(Sweetheart)
Marsh a Sn awder
We're going to miss ya!
Good Luck!

RESERVE

OffiCERS '

TRAINING

CORPS

WANTED
Turn in your channel selector
BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit
back!

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
fees. They even pay a flat rate for text·
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
books and supplies. You can also rece1ve
of talented students. If you qualify, ~
- 1
an allowance of up to $1000 each
these men t·based scholarships can
school year the scholarship 1S m
help you pay tuition and educational
effect. Fmd out today lf you qualify.
h

f ll

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMDTEST C0"' na: COURSE YOU WI TilE.
For more lnformatldn contact
Contact Caotaln Dexter Hen son At 762-4123
\

WE WILL BE COLLECTING
EQUIPMENT IN
HART HALL COFFEE HOUSE
DEC.15, 16&17
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

!AI3LE
VlS1 N

I

It is MANDATORY that all students return this
equipment on these dates!
753-5005

'

'
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e will pay you

$$ . ash .$$

or your books I ·!:
Bring them back!
Whether used on .this campus or not,
we buy all titles having resale market value.

Large selectio~ of books for gift givi~g for
C~rist111as at a savi~gs of 1/3 off!
Buy-back hours:
Monday Friday
8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
N

N

•f/lr

.
I
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PUS LIFE

Clockwise from
top,
Melissa Hall, senior elementary education major
from Booneville, Ind., and
Tracl Grace, senior elementary education major from
Crofton, wrap presents for
Alpha Sigma Alpha's Toys
for Tots. Photo by Mlchslle
Stinnett.

JIEun Chol Inspects a raindeer underneath the
Christmas tree In the Currls
Center following the
Hanging of the Green
Sunday. Photo by Becky
Youngw91th.

Holiday decorations welcome visitors to the Currls
Center. Photo by Angela
SCholz.

Murray's Choral Union performs songs of the holidays during the Hanqlng of
the Green celebration. Photo
by Brian Barnes.

True Meaning of Hanukkah - - - - - •
While many of us gather around to witness the Christmas tree lights, Jewish
families are gathered around to witness the lighting of the menorah during the
eight days of Hanukkah. The following Is a definition of Hanukkah which
started this past Wednesday at sundown.
A Jewish observance commemorating the rededication of
the Secon,d Temple of Jerusalem after its desecration three
years earlier by the Synan king Anttochus IV Eplphanes.
According to the Talmud, only one small cruse of holy oil
could be found when the Temple was rededicated.
Miraculously this oil bumed for eight days until new oil could
be prepared, and Hanukkah Is therefore celebrated for eight days.

a-ce: ENCYCLOP£DIA IRmANICA

~c

11r IIWJ McCLAIN

~--A;.....;;S~LI...;;;;_C~E~O..::.F..::I=.I::..:FE=--.....
~

A New Brotherhood

Murray State University has a new fraternal
acquisition. A new chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity has made Murray State ~s home.
Independent men were nominated by the
campus's sororities to start the fratern~y. said
Jason Barnett, Alpha Sigma Phi vice-president.
Presently, there are approximately 35
members in the fraternity, Barnett said.
The fraternity should be recognized by the
Interfraternity Council by next month.
Story on page 38

Holiday Happenings

Accounting Congrats

The Kentucky Dance Ensemble will
hold an informal fall concert tonight at 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The concert will include performances
of contemporary, jazz, modern. ballet
and tribal rrt.Jsic and dance. The concert
is free and open to the public.
The Organization of Murray Art Students Is holding a Christmas sale today
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the first floor
lobby of the Fine Arts Building.
The Christmas sale will include pieces
of art and clothing created by Murray
State's art students. The sale has
something for everyone!

~urra~ State Univers~y·s Beta Alpha
Ps1 nat1onal honorary accounting
fraternity has been named a superior
chapter for the sixth consecutive year.
The fraternity won the award, which
was given by the national organization,
for its efforts in planning and
implementing
professional
development programs throughout the
academic year.
Beta Alpha Psi's superior chapter
awards have generated $6,000 in
scholarship money fromKPMG Peak
Marwick, an international accounting
firm, over the last six years.

._Murray State News
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_'Babes' entertaining for the holidays
ByTIMNOLCOX
RepcK1Itr

.
Plltll ~y TJIIIIIOLCOX

Holiday festivities are taking place at Murray's Playhouse
in the f?ark through Dec. 12. T}le group Is presenting Its
version of the musical "Babes in Toyland."

The Murray-Calloway
County Playhouse in the
Park is presenting a musical
production of •Babes in
Toyland" as a Christmas special this year.
The seasonal musical will
run from through Dec 12 .
Shows will begin at 8 p.m.
with matinees on Saturday
and Sunday.
The production involves 44
local children said Becky
Potillo, director of the play.
Also involved in the production are Paul Sasso, associate professor of art at
Murray State, as the scenic
designer and MSU student
Cory Campbell as a special
aasistant.
"Babes," written by Victor
Herbert, ia a popular performance for the holiday aeaaon.
Potillo is pleased with the
progress of her performers
during rehearaals.
The level of excitement
increased for the children
after Thanksgiving, Potillo
said. That was the first time
that the children rehearsed
with the scenes and the
lights and sound.
MJt'a going to be a good performance: Patillo said. -rhe
kids are starting to turn on
.&.1.....
"""' magu:.
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Curris Center
hotel rooms
provide lodging
for MSU guests

Remember the ·true meaning of Chriatma5

Baptist Student Union

By MAGGIE CARTER
Sta1f Wrtter

The Curri e Center guest
rooms are not those of the Ritz
Hotel, but many univer sity
guests and fam ous people
alike have made these rooms a
home away from home.
Shari Wilkins, assist ant
director of scheduling and
marketing in the Currie
Center, said the four guest
rooms were added when the
Curris Center was built in the
spring of 1980. She said these
rooms are exclusively for university guests and business.
Wilkins said when a department needs a room for t heir
visiting guest they will call
and schedule for a guest room.
•There are several departments we have to turn down
when the rooms are booked ,"
Wilkins said.
Wilkins said the largest
room, the Cardinal, includes a
queen-size bed, a hide-a-bed,
television, telephone , bath,
shower and a kitchenette. She
said this room rents for $20 a
night.
"The rooms are based on a
single occupancy and a $6 1994
charge is added for each additional ptmson." Wilk.ins said.

wislies everyone a
Merry Christmas
andgood {ucf( on
your finafs.

Another semester
#~
goes by, and
we're still here.
· ~
But only because
H:foiihe~mp
of you!
' a.m.So students,
faculty and staff,
we say Thank You!!! And
be careful over the Holiday

er:;,

Moad.y • Frid.y
4 p.m.
7U-J406

===

and may God bless you.
SPRING BREAK Easter Specials
NOW is the time to make your plans!

Qcean Lod[1~

4J\f~~~~~

Owmfront walk to Pavilion
604 North D«.ln Blvd., Myrtle Beach. SC 29577

S95 per person

14 KARAT GOLD
INITIAL
PENDANTS

congratulates
sisters

-each With

5DIAMONDS

Laurel Ripley
and

(~~):,.. ci-'

v-fo

A - h
tl
~
cross t r str«t m It octt~n
806 South Octan Blvd. •
Myrtle Bea<h, SC 29577

w

S60 per penon
Toll l'rtt

R_,.,,.,.,

1·800448·8261

~ fQ,~~~t~o~an

1403 South Ocean Blvd., Myrtl• Beach, SC 29577

$95 per penon
Toll Frrr R#omJ•tloou

1·800...826•2779

Meena Shams
on making
Miss MSU!

Sunset Boulevard Music

CoNGRATULATIONS

DIXIELAND CENTER NO.7 • CHESTNUT STREET
753 ·0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 Off Any Compact Disc
REG. PRICE

REG. PRICE

Sale Items Not Included

EXPIRES Dec. 18

0

0

to Meg Sommerkamp on a
wonderful Founders Day
brunch! You did a great job.

Love your sisters in

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOIT . ..- ... ....
••

f

......

• ....

.

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake .... make it
a Vivarin night!

Find all of
your gifts
to put
under the
Christmas
tree in

,
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Local Alpha Sigma Phi
frater~ty chapter planned
By JENNIFER STEWART
Aaals1ant ~ Ufe Edtor

Murray State University
men will have a new Greek
option this spring.
A new chapter of Alpha
·Sigma Phi social fraternity is
'presently in the works at
Murray State.
*Two men from a chapter in
Nashville came here about two
months ago to see about st;art..
) ng a chapter here," said Jason
Barnett, vice-president of
Alpha Sigma Phi.
The men went to Murray
State's sororities to gather
names of independent students
who might be interested in
starting the fraternity, he said.
-rhey interviewed the nominated men and met with them
periodically," he said.
Barnett said that from there,
membership grew from a
snowball effect. Students found
other interested students until
it grew to the present number
of approximately 35 members.

Murray State was choeen for
the new chapter becauee Alpha
Sigma Phi has strong chapters
on the east and west coasta but
none in this area, he said.
"Only 17 percent of Murray
State students are' in the
Greek system, so this seemed
like a good campus for the
chapter," he said.
Presently, the fraternity is
not recognized by the
Interfraternity
Council,
Barnett said.
"The first IFC meeting will
be in January, so we hope to be
recognized by the end of next
month," he said.
Barnett said that at the present time the fraternity does
not have a house.
*Hopefully we can build one
in the next couple years
because of the great alumni
support we are getting," he
said.
Any independents interested in helping start this fraternity should contact Barnett.

Exhibit at Wrather looks back at University's days as 'norDlal school'
By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY

the museum, said there are
many interesting exhibits on
Staff Writer
Wrather Museum has a new display. Among these are pic•
exhibit that looks back at tures of the University's presiMurray State University's days dents, a football that was ueed
in 1928, the first year of the
as a normal school.
Sally Alexander, director of school's existence; teapots that

Dr. Wells and his wife used eating pictures of the football be around anywhere from 6
and the pen that former and baseball teams and other months to a year in order to
Governor Ned Breathitt used people who are still in give 88 many people 88 possible
to sign papers for Murray Murray," Alexander said.
a chance to see the exhibits.
Alexander said she is not
Alexander said most items
State School to become Murray
State University.
sure how long the items will be were donated to the museum.
"There are some very inter- on display. She hopes they will
Alexander said she thinks

Murray Launcfry Center

·75~· Washers

For your safety and convenience, an attendent
is now on duty Thursdays until 11 p.m.

"A TASTE OF HOME COOKIN'"

104 S. 5th St.
(S02) 753.. 1632

Dry-cleaning &: Alterations
Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11
p.m.
.
Sunday 9

759-2570

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

l:l:l: would like to thank our officers:
Diana McGregor - President
Laura Jane Small - Vice-President
Leigh Waddle - Membership I Rush
Jennifer Braswell - Secretary
Treva Kinser - Treasurer
Marie Guess - Education Director .-.~_.iiiillt
You've done an awesome job this semesterl
We look forward to next semester with you!
Everyone at

Twin Lakes Omce Products
wishes the students, faculty, and staff
of

Murray State University

a safe and happy holiday

~
~
Theta Chi Della's New Olliaers

President • Tammi MalloiY
Vice President - SheUy BrUIIan
· Secretary • Tracey Saelen

Treasurer • Lorie Leeper

Educator • Vanessa Castlebeny
• Ally Routt
Ritual •
Lamb
Panhellealc • Belen SIUiweU • Jeaaller
.lllniil. . . .

,)

a.m.-4i~m'l.-~.~

Bel-Air Center South 12th Street

Special Holiday Hours
Now thru Dec. 2'1
Monday-Friday 9 a.rn.-8 p.m.

Open weeknights tll 8 p.in.

·IAuneti;Y ~rylce: 50~ )lb

60 YEARS ON THE SQUARE

people can learn much from
the exhibit.
•rt will prove to be very
interesting for people who
remember Murray State as a
normal school, in the early
days,• she said.

Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.n1.
Sunday 1 -5 p.m.

11illl11.iDIPDII'
.__

ior a change this hohday

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
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Grand Re-opening
1Oth Anniversary ·

"

oixielandshopping
Center

753 6666
•

Saturday, Dec. 11
Live remote with WBLjJN
\::\
&
g
. .,._ · Various specials ~t>~,_,o
I

Take a break and enjoy the
Perfect PJZza at the Perfect
Price -fresh and steamtng
hot. We'll even tnclude our

MurraY's Largest
Video Superstore

llll'lld lllal.
llll'lld flfb.

special garlic sauce and pepperoncints -all at no extra
cost! So tf you get the hungries for great-tasting pizza.
call your Papa. It's that easy!

Saturday: 10 a.m. -11 p.m.
Remote 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

...,.,,

New Hours:
Monday - Thursday: 10 a.m..- 10 p .m.
Friday- Saturday: 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday: Noon- 8 p.m.

FINALS WEEK SPECIALS ........--l i.ARGE
1 TOPPING

BREADS'IlCKS
AND CHEESE S'llCKS

$4.99 +tax

2Q%0FF

____________.

Additional Toppings 95¢ each

...._.

Central Center (next to Kro ers)

offers good 12-10 through 12- 17

753-7670

•

.

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8767

Come To
Bradley Book Company
And LOSE THE WAIT!
Hours 9 a.~. - 6 p.m. Monday-Friday
DURING FINALS WEEK!
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